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- LHC database - tooling

- Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout between D1 and D2.

- Draft Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout

- Conclusions & next steps.
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LHC database - tooling
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 Slot view of 

VAC forms
→ is possible to check 

the ring regions and

add or remove

equipment.

 Example

→ VAMQA.4R5.X

 Slot → component’s
position in the ring. 

 Slot type → 
component name.
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 Internal beam

parameters
→ to match upstream and 

downstream inner diameter 

and flanges.

LHC database - tooling
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 Legend

LHC database - tooling
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 Slot type view
→ is possible to check 

and modify the 

equipment, where it is

installed and its

characteistics.

LHC database

- tooling
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 Read only

information about 

children.

LHC database - tooling
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 When the tool is complete:

1. Synchronization to have LHC Non-Official Vacuum Layout.

2. Synchronization to have LHC Vacuum Layout.

To edit speaker name go to Insert > Header & Footer and apply to all slides except title page 9

LHC database
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.

.

.

.

.

.

LHC database

 LHC Vacuum layout → excel file and mock up could be automatically 

generated.
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between D1 and D2
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Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout between D1 and D2

 Inputs:
 HL-LHC Long straight sections Right of Point 5 (LHCLSXH _0013)*

 Courtesy of Blanca Vazquez de Prada

 Layout of HL-LHC insertions IR5 (LHCLSXGH__0007-v0) 

 TCTPV mock-up (ST0735828)
 Courtesy of Nicolas Joannon

 Aperture and distance between beams**
 Courtesy of Riccardo De Maria  (21/04/2016)

 Double beam collimators (TCTPH and TCLX)

Vincent Baglin – Pablo Santos Díaz 12

*In work

**Beam separation and beam aperture are not definitive
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 All Components 

mechanical axis aligned 

with the beam.

 Quick flanges 

everywhere between D1 

and D2 except in 

connections between:

 DFXJ-VAB* → to be 

defined by project.

 Left TAXN* → to 

check feasibility.

 Right TAXN* (to 

avoid staggered 

flanges)

 VAB-D2*→ to be 

defined by project.

 TCTPH and TCLX: 

double beam collimators.

 Only 5th axis in TCTPV.

 Different BPM length 

close to D2 → to be 

check with BE

 Vacuum equipment 

included.

 VCTY inside TAXN.

Vincent Baglin – Pablo Santos Díaz 13*Endorse low probability
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Draft Hi-Lumi

Vacuum layout
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Draft Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout
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 The layout proposed for Hi-Lumi is similar to LHC excel file but with more information.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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 Information to be completed in the excel file:

 DCUM → equipment number

 Vacuum subsector 

 SLOT_ID → position in the ring

 SLOT_TYPE ID → component name

 Distance FROM_IP

 Equipment LENGTH

 S_START 

 S_END

 Equipment NAME 

 VAC/OPTIC NAME

 TSEL_NAME

 BEAM_APERTURE_START

 BEAM_APERTURE_END

 BEAM → interior, exterior or both beams

 FAMILY → beam 1, beam 2 or both beams

 PHASE 

 DATE

 Position and orientation equipment:

 U_START 

 U_END

 U_BEAM_START

 U_BEAM_END

 V_START

 V_END 

 A → rotation in beam axis

 B → rotation in U

 C → rotation in V

 SHAPE START → inner chamber shape

 SHAPE END → inner chamber shape

 INNER DIAMETER START → inner chamber 

diameter

 INNER DIAMETER END → inner chamber 

diameter

 FLANGE START → DN chamber flange

 FLANGE END → DN chamber flange

 STATUS

Underline fields are new, compared to LHC database

Draft Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout
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 Inner pipe, common or unique (I,IE,C,X):

→ To be checked.

 Following the vacuum layout proposed before, the excel file is completed:

D2 R5

TASX R5

Draft Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout

 Optical layout given by database manager.
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 Outer pipe (E):

→ To be checked.

Draft Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout
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 Should Hi-Lumi DB be included inside LHC DB?

 Is important to have different equipment names for equipment 

installed in LHC and in Hi-Lumi.

→ from this point of view Hi-Lumi database should be included in LHC 

database. 

 When should be done the tooling?

 ASAP → to generate excel file, aperture table and mock-up 

automatically and avoid mistakes.

 Is required more information inside the DB?

 Components material.

Draft Hi-Lumi Vacuum layout
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CONCLUSIONS
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- Tool allow automatic generate a excel file and mock up.

- Hi-Lumi layout between D1 and D2 LSS R5:

- TCTPH and TCLX double beam collimator.

- VCTY inside TAXN.

- Quick flanges everywhere between D1 and D2 except connections between:

→ DFJX-VAB → to be defined by project.

→ Left TAXN → to be checked feasibility. 

→ Right TAXN (to avoid staggered flanges).

→ VAB-D2 → to be defined by project. 

- Draft Hi-Lumi layout to be discuss:

- Similar to LHC database.

- Should be Hi-Lumi database included inside LHC database?

→ Yes, to have different names in both databases.

- Is required more information?

→  components material

- When should be done the tooling?

→  ASAP. To generate excel file and mock up automatically.
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NEXT STEP(S)
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- Define Hi-Lumi database.

- Define which information need to be included in the database.

- Define tooling database.

- Complete database between D2 and Q7.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 

ATTENTION!!!
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